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The kinetics of the irreversible diffusion-influenced binding of a mobile ligand to a stationary protein is
studied, when the ligand concentration is larger than that of proteins and the efficiency of binding is stochas-
tically gated due to conformational fluctuations of one of the species. A general case ofM conformational
~gate! states is considered with the goal to better understand the difference between the cases of gated ligand
and gated protein discovered for the two gate state model@Zhou and Szabo, J. Phys. Chem.100, 2597~1996!#.
It is shown that in the former case the binding goes faster than in the latter one.@S1063-651X~96!04610-7#

PACS number~s!: 87.15.2v, 05.40.1j, 82.20.Mj

Consider a stationary protein molecule surrounded by mo-
bile ligands. When the protein and a ligand come in contact
ligand binding may occur. Efficiency of this process strongly
depends on the conformational states of both partners@1#.
Processes of such a type are often termed gated reactions
associating formation of ‘‘efficient’’ conformations with the
opening of a gate. After the binding the protein becomes
inert. The quantity of the main interest to the kinetics is the
survival probability of the protein without a bound ligand.
Since the conformations are changing with time the changing
rate is an important factor in the kinetics. After the study by
Zhou and Szabo@2# it becomes clear that there is a signifi-
cant difference between cases of gated ligands and the gated
protein. Using the two-state model of gating they showed
that the binding kinetics is faster when the gating is due to
the ligands as compared to that in the case of the gated pro-
tein. The present work is devoted to a general analysis of this
question.

It is worth noting that the phenomenon of gating is widely
distributed and plays an important role in different biologi-
cally important processes. Among them are both intraprotein
processes and the entrance of small ligands into the protein.
Several recent studies@3–5# are devoted to the question of
the gating influence on ligand motion inside the protein. A
classical example of the processes of the second type is the
entrance of oxygen into the heme pocket of myoglobin. Gat-
ing manifests itself here in blocking the entrance by the side
chain of the protein. Studies of gating influence on such pro-
cesses were initiated in@6,7#. It was initially assumed that it
does not matter whether the gating is due to the ligands or
the proteins, since the former diffuse independently. Recent
studies@2# have shown that this assumption is not true in the
general case. The goal of the present work is to shed some
extra light on this question.

Assume that the protein and ligands are spheres, and that
ligands independently move in the surrounding solvent in the
diffusional manner. A ligand comes in contact with the pro-
tein when their centers approach at distanceb which is re-

ferred to below as a contact radius. We estimate the survival
probability of the proteinS(t) in two steps. First, we esti-
mate the survival probabilitySa(t) of the protein under
given initial conditions denoted bya. ThenSa(t) is averaged
over the initial conditions

S~ t !5Aya$Sa~ t !%. ~1!

The initial conditions include an indication of initial posi-
tions of all ligands as well as initial states of all the gates.
The difference between the cases when the gating is due to
the protein conformational changes and those of the ligands
manifests itself just here. Indeed, in the first case there is
only one ‘‘gate’’ while in the second one there areN differ-
ent gates, whereN presents the number of ligands andN@1.
We assume that the gate hasM possible states. So, there are
M possible gate states in the case of the gated protein and
MN possible states in the case of gated ligands.

In the low concentration case, because of the indepen-
dence of motion of different ligands the survival probability
Sa(t) may be presented as a product of independent survival
probabilities

Sa~ t !5)
J51

N

sj ,a~ t !, ~2!

wheresj ,a(t) is the survival probability of the protein with
the presence of only one ligand, namely, the ligand #j . So, to
find sj ,a(t) one has to solve an isolated pair problem. What
is important is that the solution of this problem is insensitive
to the fact whether the protein or the ligand bears the gate
@2#.

The survival probabilitySa(t) is expressed in terms of the
M -component Green function

sa~ t !5s~ tuRW ,g!5 (
g851

M E Gg8~rW,tuR
W ,g!drW, ~3!
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where the componentGg8(rW,tuR
W ,g) is the probability density

to find at the time instantt, the ligand at the pointrW, and the
gate in the stateg8, under the condition that initially the
ligand was at the pointRW and the gate was in the stateg. The
components satisfy a set of equations

]Gg8
]t

5DDGg82 (
g9Þg8
g951

M

~kg8→g9Gg82kg9→g8Gg9!, ~4!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient andkg8→g9 is the jump
rate from the gate stateg8 to the stateg9. They also satisfy
the initial conditions

Gg8~rW,ouRW ,g!5dg,g8
d~RW 2rW ! ~5!

and the boundary conditions at the contact radius~we assume
that the protein is located at the origin!

1

b
„rW,gradrWGg8~rW,tuR

W ,g!…U5gg8Gg8~rW,tuR
W ,g!

urWu5b
U

urWu5b

. ~6!

This represents radiation boundary conditions with the gate
state dependent rate constantgg8. The case ofgg85` corre-
sponds to the absorbing boundary~contact! while the case of
gg850 corresponds to the reflecting one. WhenD50 ~the
case of frozen diffusion! Eq. ~4! describes transitions be-
tween the states of the gate. When allkg8→g950 ~the case
of frozen gate states! different components of the Green
function do not mix conserving the initial gate state. The
componentGg8(rW,tuR

W ,g) gives the solution of the isolated
pair problem when the efficiency of the contact is character-
ized by the rate constantgg .

To find S(t) we have to averageSa(t), Eq. ~2!, over the
initial conditions. We will do this for both cases under con-
sideration starting with the case of the gated protein~GP!.
We assume that initially ligands are uniformly distributed in
space and the probability to find the gate in the stateg is
equal tong , ( g51

M ng51. Introduce an auxiliary large volume
V containingN5cV ligands, wherec is the ligand concen-
tration. Assuming that all initial positions of a ligand inside
V, with the exception of the sphere of radiusb around the
origin, are equally probable we can write down the averaging
over initial conditions as

SGP~ t !5Aya$Sa~ t !%5 (
g51

M

ng lim
V→`

1

~V2yb!
N E

V2yb

•••

3E
V2yb

)
j51

N

s~ tuRW j ,g!dRW j

5 (
g51

M

ng lim
V→`

F 1

V2yb
E

V2yb

s~ tuRW ,g!dRW GN

5 (
g51

M

ng expH 2cE
uRW u.b

q~ tuRW ,g!dRW J , ~7!

whereyb is the volume of a sphere of radiusb and

q~ tuRW ,g!512s~ tuRW ,g! ~8!

is the binding probability for timet of a single ligand under
the condition that initially the ligand was at the pointRW and
the gate of the protein was in the stateg. In the case of gated
ligands~GL! the survival probability Eq.~1! takes the form

SGL~ t !5Aya$Sa~ t !%5 lim
V→`

1

~V2yb!
N

3E
V2yb

•••E
V2yb

)
j51

N H (
gj51

M

ngjs~ tuR
W
j ,g!dRW jJ

5 lim
V→`

F 1

V2yb
E

V2yb
H (
g51

M

ngs~ tuRW ,g!J dRW GN

5expH 2c(
g51

N

ngE
uRW u.b

q~ tuRW ,g!dRW J . ~9!

Using angular brackets as a notation for the averaging
over initial gate states we can rewrite Eqs.~7! and~9!, which
are one of the main results of this work, as

SGP~ t !5K expH 2cE
uRW u.b

q~ tuRW ,g!dRW J L
g

, ~10!

and

SGL~ t !5expH 2cE
uRW u.b

^q~ tuRW ,g!&gdRW J , ~11!

respectively. These expressions show that the survival prob-
ability SGL(t) may be interpreted as a mean field approxima-
tion of the survival probabilitySGP(t). It should be noted that
due to the use of Eq.~2!, Eqs. ~7! and ~10! are only an
approximation result.

There is a general Jensen’s inequality, which gives the
relationship between the mean value of a convex function
f (x) of a random variablex and the value of this function
when its argument equals the mean value of the random vari-
able @8#. According to this inequality

f ~x!> f ~ x̄!, ~12!

where the bar is used as a notation of averaging. Application
of this inequality to Eqs.~10! and~11! leads to an important
conclusion that the binding goes faster when the gating is
due to the ligands than that in the case of the gated protein

SGP~ t !>SGL~ t !, t.0. ~13!

The equality takes place only in the case of frozen gate states
when, in addition, only one gate state is initially occupied.
The conclusion is in complete agreement with the results
obtained in@2# for the two gate state model.

The general analysis above is illustrated by the dependen-
cies presented in Fig. 1. They show the time behavior of the
survival probability for a simple two gate state model of
binding, in which one state corresponds to absorbing bound-
ary conditions whereas the second corresponds to the reflect-
ing ones. The model describes the case of frozen gate states
assuming that both states are initially equally populated.
When the gating is due to the ligands the survival probability
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of the protein is described by the Smoluchowski theory with
the concentration equal to one half of the total concentration
of the ligands. It occurs because only one half of the total
number of the ligand molecules is potentially able to bind.
So,

SGL~ t !5SSm~ tuc/2!, ~14!

whereSSm(tuc) is the Smoluchkowski solution for the sur-
vival probability with a fixed concentrationc of the ligands
@9#

SSm~ tuc!5exp$2c~4ApbDt18Apb2ADt!% . ~15!

At the same time, in the case of the gated protein, the protein
molecule is able to bind only in one-half of the copies of our
statistical ensemble. Therefore

SGP~ t !5 1
21 1

2SSm~ tuc!. ~16!

Figure 1 clearly demonstrates the difference between the
cases of gated ligands and the gated protein as well as the
difference of both from the kinetics predicted by the tradi-
tional Smoluchowski theory Eq.~15!.
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FIG. 1. Survival probability of the protein as a function of time.
Curves GL and GP correspond to the cases of gated ligands, Eq.
~14!, and the gated protein Eq.~16!, respectively. For comparison
the Smoluchowski solution Eq.~15! is also shown~curve Sm!.
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